TAKE YOUR COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS FURTHER THAN YOU THOUGHT POSSIBLE

Conduct research; develop a manuscript, poster, and present findings

Increase scientific/health literacy and understanding

Participate as an active member of a research team

Learn about career opportunities in research and health professions

SUPREMES is an academic-year program that provides high school students with an educational experience in biomedical research, clinical research, and technology development in laboratories. Students will be introduced to new technologies, cutting-edge research and exciting laboratory practices, guided and taught by highly skilled, established scientific researchers.

FOR QUESTIONS AND MORE INFORMATION: SUPREMES@MCW.EDU

SUPREMES is a partnership between the Medical College of Wisconsin, Marquette University, the Children’s Research Institute, Versiti, and the Zablocki VA Medical Center Laboratories.

STUDENTS UNDERSTANDING PRINCIPLES OF RESEARCH EDUCATION THROUGH MEDICINE, ENGINEERING, AND SCIENCE